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WE ALSO OFFER THE FOLLOWING SERVICES.

MOBILE DISCOS

LOVE PODIUMS

MOOD LIGHTING

WEDDING BACKDROPS

NAME PROJECTION

EVENTS BALLOONS

BALLOON DECOR

PROPBOX

LOVE LETTERS
CANDY CART

A new addition to our growing number of services to help make
your big day extra special.
We have two different sets of led LOVE letters. The first type
use 5mm white LED lights to create a more subtle subdued style
of lighting. These come in static white.
The second type that we have are our Colour changing led
LOVE letters. These can be set to a static colour or can be put
onto a slow chase and will constantly change colour .

Handi Candy are a local Candy Cart business based in
Glenrothes, Fife, offering a personalised service that is tailored to
your individual requirements
Our bespoke designed Candy Carts come fully stocked with your
chosen selection of sweets for all your guests to enjoy.
The cart will come beautifully decorated with glass jars, bowls,
scoops, , tongs, paper bags and sweets to suit your celebration.
Are you thinking about hiring a Candy Cart for your forthcoming
celebration? We offer several different hire options.
OPTION ONE: FULL hire of Candy Cart plus all jars, bowls,
scoops, bags, tongs and sweets for whichever number of guests
you wish to cater for.
OPTION TWO: Hire of Candy Cart plus all jars, bowls, scoops,
tongs and bags. You supply your own sweets.
OPTION THREE: Hire of Candy Cart ONLY. You supply your
own sweets, glassware , bags scoops etc.

For more details about price and
availability contact
email: info@handicandy.co.uk
Tel: Heidi
07762336966
Andy
01592 774683

Please contact for details of availability and prices. OPTION
ONE prices will vary depending upon the number of guests you
wish to cater for.
You can choose your own sweets from our extensive list or you
can leave the choice up to us.

FERRERO ROCHER HEARTS

FERRERO ROCHER HEART
Available in two sizes, small and
large. The small heart pictured left,
will hold 40 of these delightful treats
while the large Rocher heart below
holds 84.
Can be hired with or without
sweets. Can also be used for
cupcakes and small cake bars.

A stunning addition to any occasion.
Comes complete with all sweets,
jars, bags, scoops, decorative
touches. Alternatively can be hired
without sweets.
Prices will differ depending upon
which of our three options you
choose.
Prices include delivery and all set
up, choice of canopies and decor
and collection of cart after the
event.

You can choose your own
sweets from our extensive list
or you can allow us to choose
for you.
Contact:
info@handycandy.co.uk
Heidi 07762336966
Andy 01592774683
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